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Chapter 11—State Emergency Management Agency

11 CSR 10-11.010 Emergency Operations Plan (State)

PURPOSE: The State Emergency Management Agency, office of the adjutant general has the authority to establish a plan to organize the state government in order to respond in an emergency and to provide guidance to state agencies and local political subdivisions in the preparation of disaster plans of their own as required by sections 44.010 and 44.090, RSMo.

Editor's Note: The following material is incorporated into this rule by reference:


In accordance with section 536.031(4), RSMo, the full text of material incorporated by reference will be made available to any interested person at the Office of the Secretary of State and the headquarters of the adopting state agency.

(1) The purpose of the Emergency Operations Plan is to plan for those functions this office is primarily responsible.


*Original authority may be found in the Revised Statutes of Missouri (1986) and Cumulative Supplement 1993.

11 CSR 10-11.030 Federal Financial Assistance

(Rescinded May 15, 1983)

11 CSR 10-11.040 Missouri Disaster Fund

PURPOSE: This rule establishes definitions, eligibility and procedures for providing assistance to state agencies, political subdivisions and individuals who have suffered losses resulting from disaster which has imposed a severe financial burden and imposes a hardship which exceeds ordinary or expected impact on their capacity to restore basic/essential services or materials needed for essential functions. Assistance will be limited to the availability of funds and will not be a duplicate of...
any other assistance available from any other source.

(1) Amount of the fund will be established by appropriation of the legislature each year.

(2) The funds appropriated shall be expended during a state emergency at the direction of the governor.

(3) The director of the State Emergency Management Agency shall administer the fund.

**AUTHORITY:** section 44.032, RSMo (1986).* Original rule filed Jan. 6, 1986, effective April 14, 1986.

*Original authority 1985

**11 CSR 10-11.050 Definitions**

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes definitions of terminology used in the Missouri Disaster Fund Rules.

(1) In addition to the definitions in chapter 44, RSMo the following terms are defined:

(A) Missouri Disaster Fund. The Missouri Disaster Fund is created to provide a source of assistance from which expenditures may be made to assist state agencies, political subdivisions and individuals to provide immediate aid and relief when disaster occurs which is beyond available resource capability. The fund is limited to appropriations by the legislature and to the approval of the governor of the state of Missouri subject to the eligibility of applicants as established by these rules;

(B) State department or agency. State agency is defined as being a department, division or agency which has extraordinary or excess expense to respond to disaster assistance requests by the governor to alleviate or mitigate the effects or disaster occurrence declared by the governor of Missouri in accordance with Chapter 44, RSMo;

(C) Political subdivision. A legally designated subdivision of the state of Missouri in accordance with Chapter 44, RSMo;

(D) Individual. A family or person who has suffered uninsured losses which are unusual or excessive and are a direct result of disaster beyond the control or expectations of normal losses; and

(E) Governor's declaration of emergency. When the governor declares a state of emergency, s/he will establish the area affected and set forth the type of emergency. S/he shall also state that the emergency requires the expenditure of public funds to furnish immediate aid and relief and direct the State Emergency Management Agency to administer the fund in accordance with established rules.

**AUTHORITY:** section 44.032, RSMo (1986).* Original rule filed Jan. 6, 1986, effective April 14, 1986.

*Original authority 1985

**11 CSR 10-11.060 State Agency Reimbursement**

**PURPOSE:** This rule outlines eligibility of state agencies for reimbursement of disaster-related expenses.

(1) When a disaster or emergency has been declared by the governor a state department or agency which is requested to provide services to the State Emergency Management Agency or to a political subdivision for disaster relief purposes may be reimbursed. Reimbursement will be from the Missouri Disaster Fund for actual and necessary expenses for emergency services provided which are in excess of normal expenses for response services. Terms and conditions are subject to approval of the director of the State Emergency Management Agency and to the availability of funds.

**AUTHORITY:** section 44.032, RSMo (1986).* Original rule filed Jan. 6, 1986, effective April 14, 1986.

*Original authority 1985

**11 CSR 10-11.070 Political Subdivision Assistance**

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes the eligibility of political subdivisions for assistance of disaster expenses from the Missouri Disaster Fund.

(1) When estimated repair or replacement costs to damaged or destroyed public property infrastructure exceed the reserve capacity of the subdivision, then assistance from the emergency fund may be made available for approved losses and within established limitations.


*Original authority 1985

**11 CSR 10-11.080 Individual Assistance**

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes eligibility of individuals to receive assistance for uninsured losses resulting from disaster-related damages.

(1) When an individual or a family suffers losses of basic needs or have necessary expenses which are uninsured and when assistance is not available from volunteer agencies or any other source they may apply for help from the Missouri Disaster Fund.

(2) The losses or needs must be verified and the application for assistance approved by the State Emergency Management Agency.

(3) Assistance will be provided when funds are available for essential repairs items of equipment, supplies or services necessary to reestablish the household, as determined by the director of the State Emergency Management Agency, and will not exceed one thousand dollars ($1000) for each eligible applicant.


*Original authority 1985

**11 CSR 10-11.090 Procedures for Submitting Requests**

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes procedures which shall be followed to apply for assistance by state agencies, political subdivisions and individuals to receive assistance from the Missouri Disaster Fund.

(1) All requests for assistance from the fund shall be submitted, in writing, by the state agency or department director or chief executive officer of the political subdivision or by the individual through the State Emergency Management Agency using the forms prescribed. The requests will be subject to approval by the governor and to the review of the state director of the State Emergency Management Agency before payment will be made. Payments are subject to verification and audit. If assistance is provided from other...
The state shall be reimbursed for those items. In all cases the director of the State Emergency Management Agency has ultimate authority and responsibility for reimbursement.


*Original authority 1985.

### 11 CSR 10-11.100 Major Disasters, Presidentially Declared

**PURPOSE:** This rule clarifies and differentiate assistance from the Missouri Disaster Fund and federal assistance which may be available when a federal disaster is declared.

(1) The Missouri Disaster Fund is not intended to replace federal disaster assistance under Public Law 93-288 which may be available when major disasters occur and which provides a wide range of assistance in accordance with federal regulations. The Missouri Disaster Fund is enacted to provide relief for political subdivisions and individuals when the magnitude and impact of disaster is below the level of eligibility for application to the federal government for a major disaster declaration but which would have a severe impact to a community or to individuals.

**AUTHORITY:** section 44.032, RSMo (1986).* Original rule filed Jan. 6, 1986, effective April 14, 1986.

*Original authority 1985.

### 11 CSR 10-11.110 Limitations

**PURPOSE:** This rule establishes limits of expenditure from the fund for each disaster declaration or emergency.

(1) The director of the State Emergency Management Agency shall administer the Missouri Disaster Fund and shall not make any expenditure from the fund in excess of one thousand dollars ($1000) unless approved by the governor prior to expenditure. Expenditures shall be for immediate and necessary needs, personnel and/or equipment to reduce the imminent impact of the incident. Expenditures must be documented and will be subject to state audit.

(2) When the Missouri Disaster Fund is depleted, further expenditures will cease until the legislature appropriates additional funds.


*Original authority 1985.

### 11 CSR 10-11.120 Volunteer Inspectors Administrative Plan (State)

**PURPOSE:** The State Emergency Management Agency, Office of the Adjutant General has the authority to establish a plan to establish and administer an emergency volunteer program to be activated in the event of a catastrophic earthquake or other natural disaster whereby volunteer architects and professional engineers registered under Chapter 327, RSMo may volunteer their services to determine whether or not buildings have been affected as required by section 44.023, RSMo.

**Editor's Note:** The secretary of state has determined that the publication of this rule in its entirety would be unduly cumbersome or expensive. The entire text of the material referenced has been filed with the secretary of state. This material may be found at the Office of the Secretary of State or at the headquarters of the agency and is available to any interested person at a cost established by state law.

(1) The purpose of the administrative plan is to fulfill the requirements of the legislation to establish and administer an emergency volunteer program. These volunteers are to be Missouri registered professional architects and engineers that will be used to assist local officials in the inspection of buildings after the occurrence of an earthquake or other natural disaster. These volunteers will be utilized for a period of three (3) days during which their incidental expenses will be paid by the local jurisdiction. They will have immunity from personal liability except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence.


*Original authority 1991.